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英语专项练习辅导答案

第一章 语音

基础篇

(一)1-5BCDAC

(二)DABCD

(三)BADCB

(四)CDABB

(五)CDCBC

(六)DBAAA

(七)CACAB

提高篇

(一)CBADD

(二)CAACB

(三)ACCDA

(四)BACDB

(五)ABCAA

(六)BDCDC

(七)DDDDC

冲刺篇

(一)CAACB

(二)ABBDC

(三)CAACD

(四)DBDBC

(五)BDAAD

(六)BCDAC

(七)ACDBD
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第二章 情景会话

基础篇

(一) CAEDB

(二) FCEAB

(三) DFACG

(四) CGAED

(五) CAFDE

(六) ADGCE

(七) DAEBF

提高篇

(一) DGBAC

(二) BEDCA

(三) GFACB

(四) FBEAD

(五) BDAFG

(六) CEGBF

(七) CAEBG

冲刺篇

(一) EGAFC

(二) CGAED

(三) DAEFG

(四) AFCEG

(五) GFAHC

(六) DGFBC

(七) ECGBD
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第三章 阅读理解

仿真训练-阅读理解（一）

Text 1. CBCAD Text 2. ABCDA

仿真训练-阅读理解（二）

Text 1. CCADA Text 2. ADBBC

仿真训练-阅读理解(三）

Text 1. ACAAD Text 2. BACDA

仿真训练-阅读理解（四）

Text 1.DBBCB Text 2.DDBCD

仿真训练-阅读理解（五）

Text 1.ACBAA Text 2.BABBD

仿真训练-阅读理解（六）

Text 1.BCCBD Text 2.ACBAC

仿真训练-阅读理解（七）

Text 1.CABAD Text 2.ADABB

仿真训练-阅读理解（八）

Text 1.CCDAD Text 2.DBCBC

仿真训练-阅读理解（九）

Text 1.BADCA Text 2.BDBBA

仿真训练-阅读理解（十）

Text 1.ACDAB Text 2.ADBDA

仿真训练-阅读理解（十一）

Text 1.CDADD Text 2.CABCD

仿真训练-阅读理解（十二）

Text 1.ABDBD Text 2.ADDBB

仿真训练-阅读理解（十三）

Text 1.CCBDC Text 2.CBACB

仿真训练-阅读理解（十四）

Text 1.BDCCC Text 2.CBDAA
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仿真训练-阅读理解（十五）

Text 1.CDDAD Text 2.DADAA

仿真训练-阅读理解（十六）

Text 1.BCDAA Text2.BABCD

仿真训练-阅读理解（十七）

Text 1.CDBCA Text 2.DDCAB

仿真训练-阅读理解（十八）

Text 1.DCCAD Text 2.CABBA

仿真训练-阅读理解（十九）

Text 1.CDDAA

Text 2.BBDCA

仿真训练-阅读理解（二十）

Text 1.CBCAB Text 2.CBCBA

仿真训练-阅读理解（二十一）

Text 1.ABCDC Text 2.BACAC

仿真训练-阅读理解（二十二）

Text 1.CDADB Text 2.ABCAC

仿真训练-阅读理解（二十三）

Text 1.DDDBA Text 2.BADCD
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第四章 阅读理解二解题指导与能力训练

A. 篇章词汇理解阅读过渡性练习

（一） 1.B 2.D 3.E 4.J 5.F 6.H 7.G 8.C 9.A 10.I

（二） 1.B 2.A 3.D 4.M 5.J 6.F 7.E 8.G 9.I 10.H

（三） 1.D 2.A 3.E 4.C 5.J 6.B 7.G 8.F 9.I 10.H

（四） 1.O 2.F 3.A 4.G 5.L 6.C 7.K 8.I 9.E 10.D

（五） 1.D 2.H 3.K 4.O 5.I 6.F 7.N 8.C 9.L 10.M

（六） 1.F 2.C 3.B 4.L 5.G 6.J 7.M 8.H 9.K 10.A

B. 篇章词汇理解阅读难度适中练习

（一） 1.M 2.L 3.D 4.I 5.K 6.B 7.F 8.O 9.G 10.A

（二） 1.O 2.I 3.L 4.G 5.M 6.J 7.C 8.A 9.D 10.F

（三） 1.O 2.E 3.J 4.H 5.I 6.K 7.A 8. M 9.C10.G

（四） 1.I 2.N 3.J 4.F 5.A 6.L 7.E 8.C 9.G 10.O

（五） 1.H 2.E 3.G 4.J 5.A 6.C 7.O 8.L 9.N 10.K

（六） 1.D 2.L 3.K 4.H 5.J 6.N 7.A 8.B 9.E 10.G

（七） 1.C 2.M 3.H 4.F5. J 6.O 7.D 8.G 9.A 10.L

（八） 1.K 2.G3.E 4.D 5.C 6.J 7.N 8.M 9.A 10.H

（十） 1.H 2.L 3.F4.A 5.C 6.O 7.I 8.J 9.D 10.M

（十） 1.E 2.H 3.F 4.N 5.D 6.O 7.A 8.J 9.C 10.L

C. 篇章词汇理解阅读较难练习

（一） 1.O 2.J 3.G 4.H 5.L 6.A 7.E 8.B 9.C 10.N

（二） 1.M 2.K 3.L 4.F 5.I 6.C 7.H 8.O 9.E 10.B

（三） 1.O 2.J 3.D 4.L 5.B 6.N 7.C 8.G 9.H 10.E

（四） 1.L 2.C 3.D 4.N 5.O 6.A 7.E 8.G 9.I 10.K

（五） 1.J 2.G 3.I 4.B 5.L 6.M 7.F 8.C9.O 10.E

（六） 1.F 2.C 3.K 4.L 5.B 6.N 7.M 8.O 9.H 10.D
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（七） 1.L 2.M 3.A 4.C 5.G 6.F 7.E 8.N 9.H 10.I

（八） 1.K2.L3.J 4.F 5.E 6.C 7.A8.N 9.D 10.H

（九） 1.I 2.A 3.G 4.J 5.M 6.E 7.L 8.K 9.B 10.H

（十） 1.M 2.D 3.B4.J 5.K 6.E7.H 8.G 9.L 10.A

（十一） 1.H 2.E 3.C 4.F 5.J 6.G 7.A 8.M 9.D 10.I

（十二） 1.A 2.F 3.O 4.G 5.K 6.C 7.N 8.E 9.D 10.M

（十三） 1.F 2.G 3.D 4.N 5.O 6.C 7.L 8.I 9.M 10.E

（十四） 1.C 2.I 3.L 4.K 5.H 6.E 7.M 8.G 9.N 10.A

（十五） 1.C 2.L 3.O 4.D 5.F 6.G 7.N 8.A 9.J 10.K

（十六） 1.I 2.J 3.G 4.M 5.K 6.C 7.F 8.H 9.D 10.B

（十七） 1.B 2.H 3.F 4.G 5.N 6.M 7.L 8.C 9.J10.E

（十八） 1.M 2.N 3.E 4.O 5.F 6.B 7.L 8.A 98.I 10.G

（十九） 1.A 2.E 3.G 4.C 5.F 6.D 7.N 8.O 9.M 10.H

（二十） 1.O 2.D 3.M 4.L 5.I 6.E 7.K 8.A 9.B 10.J

（二十一） 1.F 2.O 3.E 4.C 5.K 6.A 7.H 8.N 9.B 10.D

（二十二） 1.C 2.E 3.I 4.L 5.H 6.D 7.G 8.A 9.O 10.F

（二十三） 1.L 2.E 3.J 4.M 5.I 6.N 7.C 8.D 9.A 10.F

（二十四） 1.H 2.D 3.O 4.E 5.B 6.N 7.M 8.L 9.G 10.A

（二十五） 1.E 2.F 3.J 4.C 5.I 6.M 7.G 8.A 9.L 10.D

（二十六） 1.F 2.C 3.G 4.M 5.B 6.H 7.N 8.L 9.O 10.A

（二十七） 1.N 2.A 3.M 4.G 5.O 6.J 7.D 8.C 9.F 10.L

（二十八） 1.I 2.B 3.C 4.D 5.O 6.K 7.N 8.F 9.A 10.E

（二十九） 1.O 2.F 3.H 4.E 5.I 6.A 7.N 8.J 9.D 10.C

（三十） 1.C 2.G 3.D 4.H 5.I 6.N 7.M 8.J 9.F 10.A

（三十一） 1.B 2.J 3.A 4.H 5.C 6.I 7.M 8.E 9.D 10.K

（三十二） 1.C 2.H 3.D 4.E 5.M 6.A 7.N 8.F 9.G 10.L

（三十三） 1.E 2.D 3.N 4.J 5.B 6.F 7.L 8.M 9.O 10.A

（三十四） 1.I 2.B 3.J 4.C 5.G 6.H 7.E 8.K 9.M 10.A

（三十五） 1.A 2.E 3.G 4.M 5.L 6.F 7.C 8.H 9.N 10.D
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（三十六） 1.A 2.F 3.B 4.D 5.L 6.E 7.O 8.K 9.G 10.M

（三十七） 1.D 2.F 3.C 4.N 5.A 6.B 7.G 8.E 9.O 10.M

（三十八） 1.D 2.F 3.H 4.K 5.M 6.J 7.G 8.B 9.C10.N

（三十九） 1.D 2.E 3.I 4.C 5.K 6.H 7.O 8.J9 .F 10.B

（四十） 1.I 2.B 3.E 4.A 5.M 6.G 7.L 8.D 9.J 10.C

（四十一） 1.H 2.I 3.B 4.D 5.J 6.K 7.F 8.C 9.G 10.L

（四十二） 1.B 2.C 3.E 4.J 5.G 6.F 7.K 8.O 9.D 10.H

（四十三） 1.B 2.K 3.I 4.L 5.J 6.F 7.G 8.M 9.E 10.B

（四十四） 1.B 2.F 3.E 4.H 5.A 6.M 7.N 8.J 9.G 10.O

（四十五） 1.D 2.A 3.B 4.E 5.K 6.N 7.M 8.C 9.J 10.L

（四十六） 1.O 2.I 3.B 4.H 5.G 6.C 7.L 8.J 9.N10.A

（四十七） 1.D 2.E 3.K 4.H 5.F 6.L 7.O 8.I 9.J 10.C

（四十八） 1.D 2.H 3.M 4.F 5.I 6.K 7.N 8.A 9.J 10.C

（四十九） 1.L 2.D 3.C 4.F 5.I 6.E 7.J 8.K 9.B 10.N

（五十） 1.B 2.L 3.F 4.G 5.K 6.E 7.M 8.O 9.I 10.C

（五十一） 1.F 2.L 3.I 4.B 5.C 6.K 7.E 8.H 9.D 10.J

（五十二） 1.F 2.E 3.A 4.K 5.O 6.J 7.I 8.H 9.L 10.B

（五十三） 1.O 2.E 3.J 4.B 5.I 6.F 7.G 8.M 9.A 10.K

第五章 完型填空解题指导与能力训练

（一） 1-5 ADBCD 6-10 BABDC

（二） 1-5 BDCCB 6-10 ADACB

（三） 1-5 CBDBC 6-10 DDACC

（四） 1-5 ABACD 6-10 BCDAB

（五） 1-5 CCDCA 6-10 BDABD

（六） 1-5 BCDAB 6-10 CDABC

（七） 1-5 BDACA 6-10 CDBCA

（八） 1-5 CBACB 6-10 CCACD

（九） 1-5 BCCAD 6-10 CBAAB

（十） 1-5 ACADD 6-10 DBCBA
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（十一） 1-5 ACDAD 6-10 BACBD

（十二） 1-5 BCCAD 6-10 CBAAB

（十三） 1-5 BACAD 6-10 BDABC

（十四） 1-5 BCDAB 6-10 BBCCA

（十五） 1-5 BBCBA 6-10 BCAAD

（十六） 1-5 DADAD 6-10 ACBBD

（十七） 1-5 DBBAC 6-10 DBACD

（十八） 1-5 DBACA 6-10 BCDBD

（十九） 1-5 CBACD 6-10 ABCAC

（二十） 1-5 BBCAD 6-10 CAACA

（二十一） 1-5 CDDCB 6-10 DACBD

（二十二） 1-5 BADAC 6-10 BBDAD

（二十三） 1-5 DCCAB 6-10 BACBA

（二十四） 1-5 DDBDB 6-10 BDDCC
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第六章 写作

(一) Wealth and Health

“Health is wealth!” This is an old saying which the majority applaud. Most people think that health is more

important than wealth. As we know, business is based on health. So long as we are in good health, we are able to

do anything that we want to. As a result, good health can bring us wealth.

However, there are still some people who believe that wealth is more important than health. They work too

hard from morning till night almost every day to earn money even at the cost of their health. They have forgot the

fact that as a rule, the wealthier they are, the weaker is their health. As a result, when they have become really

wealthy, they are already too weak to enjoy their wealth.

As far as I am concerned, I firmly believe that health is always more important than wealth. That’s why I always

pay much attention to my physical exercise in order to keep myself fit. I am quite clear that we can benefit much

for our good health.

（二） Traveling by Train

Nowadays we have various means of transportation to choose from for our traveling owing to the rapid

development of science and technology. However, most people still prefer to travel by train because traveling by

train has a lot of advantages. For example, we can enjoy seeing beautiful scenery outside the window. We can

enjoy talking with new friends on the train, sharing fresh ideas with each other and getting to know each other

better. What’s more, traveling by train is comparatively cheap and convenient.

On the other hand, there are disadvantages for traveling by train. In most cases the crowded train makes us

uncomfortable. Sometimes it is rather difficult to get a train ticket. Besides, the train is often late or behind

schedule.

As far as I am concerned, I prefer to travel by train. The reason is that I can spend less money and get in close

touch with ordinary people on the train.

（三） Cell Phone

With the rapid development of modern science and technology, cell phones are now becoming the common means

of communications. Now you may find almost everyone is communicating with others with a cell phone. Even

pupils of primary schools are armed with cell phones so that it is very convenient for them to get in contact with

their parents or to communicate with their classmates.
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As science and technology develop, various functions of the cell phone have been developed. Now people can

conveniently exchange their important information with the help of a cell phone. With it, businessmen can surf on

the Internet and search for the necessary information they need. Directors may keep themselves well-informed and

manage their enterprises with the cell phone. Students may play games, hand in their homework to and receive

comments from their teachers. With even more advanced cell phones, people can watch TV, and sports matches or

see films no matter where they are. Doctors may diagnose diseases and prescribe medicine for their patients even

though they are far away from them. In short, the functions of the cell phone have been widely diversified.

As the technical innovation further develops, more and more functions of the cell phone are certain to be found

for it. To meet the various needs of different groups of people, manufacturers of the cell phone will make still

greater efforts to develop the various potential functions of the cell phone. So it is quite safe to say that the cell

phone will have an even brighter future tomorrow.

（四）

Fake Commodities

Nowadays, fake commodities have almost found their ways into every field. The sale of fake commodities

brings a great loss to both the buyers and the producers of the genuine products. For instance, fake medicine can

harm or even kill the patient who pays a lot of money for it. Fake products may ruin the reputation of the genuine

products. Some enterprises are made bankrupt by the widespread sale of fake products.

All fake-product manufacturers are motivated by the great benefit in it. They are also encouraged by the buyers,

who are eager to buy cheap commodities. Some local governments are responsible for the widespread sale of fake

products as well. They would not stop people from producing fake products, for they expect to collect tax from

them.

Laws should be made to stop fake-product production. Producers and sellers of fake goods should be punished

severely. They should be made bankrupt. Besides, people should be made to realize the harm of both producing

and selling fake products. It is illegal to produce or sell fake commodities. People should refuse to buy any fake

commodities and leave them no room in the market.

（五） Advertisements

Advertisements are getting their way into people's lives. People depend on advertisers in their daily lives because

they are consumers. The advertisers are often manufacturers. Sometimes they are salesmen. Their products need

advertising. Thus nearly every product is advertised. To some extent, good advertising means success while bad
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advertising can mean failure.

There are many ways to advertise and advertisements come in different forms. Newspapers and magazines carry

advertisements. Some products are announced on TV and radio which have a wide audience. Advertising is a big

industry now and many advertising agencies are set up to provide people with a variety of services.

However, advertising does not always tell the truth. The advertiser often exaggerates the benefits of the products

he wants to sell. Thus, he misleads people. The consumers become victims to such advertising. Millions of people

have bought advertised products and they haven't always been satisfied.

（六） Traveling by Train

With the rapid development of science and technology, nowadays we have various means of transportation to

choose from for traveling. Even so, most people still prefer to travel by train because traveling by train has a lot of

advantages. For example, we can enjoy seeing beautiful scenery outside the window. We can enjoy talking with

new friends on the train, sharing fresh ideas with each other and getting to know each other better. What’s more,

traveling by train is comparatively cheap and convenient.

On the other hand, there are disadvantages for traveling by train. In most cases the crowded train makes us

uncomfortable. Sometimes it is rather difficult to get a train ticket. Besides, the train is often late or behind

schedule.

As far as I am concerned, I prefer to travel by train. The reason is that I can spend less money and get in close

touch with ordinary people on the train.

（七） Plastic Shopping Bags in Supermarket

According to news reports, supermarkets will be forbidden to continue providing their customers with free plastic

shopping bags from June 1st this year.

Some people think that not providing free plastic shopping bags for customers will help save energy and reduce the

so-called white pollution. The policy should have been carried out earlier. However, there are also people who

think otherwise. In their opinion, not providing free plastic shopping bags for customers will put them to much

inconvenience. Since they buy commodities from the supermarket, it has the duty to facilitate their shopping.

In my opinion, supermarkets should stop providing their customers with free plastic shopping bags, because much

use of plastic shopping bags has already resulted in the serious pollution of our farming land and environment. It is

high time that we take instant measures to protect our environment and save our earth from being seriously
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polluted.

（八） My View on Job—Hopping

Nowadays many people are fond of job—hopping either because they are not satisfied with their working

conditions or because they don’t think they have bright future opportunities. In either of the above—mentioned

cases，they will not hesitate a moment to leave.

Why are so many people keen on job—hopping today? Because most people today hold that life is but once and

job—hopping can provide them with rich and exciting experiences. What’more，it is much easier nowadays for

people to get new jobs than in the past.

My own opinion is that job—hopping, in this fast-developing information era，has become very common and

acceptable. if we want to keep pace with the times，we have to change for the

faster，the higher and the stronger. If life is a journey,we have nothing to regret so long as we put meaning into it.

So why not make a change？

（九） Saving on Campus

Nowadays the waste of water， electricity and paper is very common on campus. Lights in classrooms，

dormitories and corridors are often on day and night whether it is necessary or not.

Water is running in the toilet or bathroom all the time.

There are several reasons for the waste. Firstly，some students are not aware of the hardship of making money

since they are supported by their families. Secondly，some think that the waste of water and electricity on campus

has nothing to do with them because they don’t pay the bill. Thirdly，school administrators pay less attention to it

and don’t give students proper education in this aspect.

Some measures should be taken to arouse students’awareness of saving and help them realize the importance of

saving. We can choose one day as“Saving Day of the Week" or give lectures on relevant topics. In this way ,we

can build a more economical campus.

（十)

例文一

Despite the decline in the number of cases related to fake foods and foods of poor quality，problems remain serious

in the market. Food-born diseases remain responsible for high levels of sickness and mortality in the general

population,particularly for at -risk groups, such as infants,young children and the elderly. That's why the safety of

food has increasingly become the focus of our attention.
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Why are we so concerned about the safety of our food today? Because fake foods or foods of poor quality have

already been finding their way into our homes，which may do much farm to our health or even kill us. Secondly，

the greater profit made from fake foods or foods of poor quality may tempt more and more manufacturers to take

part in the production of them. Thirdly,fake foods or foods of poor quality may also make our Chinese foodstuff

industry fall into disrepute，cause them to suffer heavy losses both in economy and politics abroad.

In this regard，in order to reduce the incidence and economic consequences of food-born diseases,the supervision

of food production should be stepped up. What's more，it is important to

drastically increase penalties on hose who neglect food safety statures.

After all，the Food Safety Department in our country should educate consumers about the risks presented in food

and the safe food handing behaviors that can help minimize those risks.Nevertheless，it is our own awareness of

good life style and hygiene habit that a healthy life relies on.

例文二

My View on Food Quality

In recent years food quality has become a serious problem that many people are concerned about. Everywhere,

whether in restaurants or supermarkets, you can hear people talk about the quality of food.

Food of bad quality causes some bad results. Firstly, it is harmful to our health. Therefore we are easily attacked by

some diseases. Secondly, we no longer trust that the food available is safe to take. That brings some side effects to

our confidence to healthy food. Thirdly, bad food also causes waste of grain, water, animal meat and human labor

without bring its intended purpose.

In all, we should pay attention to this problem and take effective measures to forbid bad food.

（十一） Private Cars

Too many cars have created a lot of serious problems. Besides congestion ， accidents and fast fuel

consumption，cars are responsible for agood part of air pollution in big cities. All the time，

they are releasing huge amounts of waste gases into the atmosphere. There gases are very harmful，causing disease

and even death.

One possible solution is to design and develop clean airs and clean fuels. In Shanghai，some of the public

buses begin to run on natural gas，which does not give off as much carbon dioxide as the petrol. But it may take

decades for the new models of clean cars to completely replace the traditional ones.

Another solution is to develop modern public transportation systems and restrict the use of private cars. If the
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price of petrol rises constantly and the public vehicles are efficient and convenient enough，most people will not

buy private cars. And the total of cars in big cities will remain under control.

（十二） Online reading

Online reading is getting increasing popularity in recent years and it has become a part of our daily life.

Online reading has brought many benefits to people.through online reading, we are exposed to all kinds of

electronic books and keep track of the latest information whenever it happens.what’s more, online reading has

changed the traditional ways of reading, which is greatly convenient to enjoy the pleasure of reading. However,

apart from many advantages of online reading, there are still some problems that cannot be ignored. For one thing,

it becomes more difficult for readers to choose the most suitable stuff among the ocean of electronic materials. For

another, some websites may offer false information, which makes online reading unreliable or confusing.

For my part, online reading is helpful and we should make full use of it to enrich our knowledge. But we

should also remember to identify what we really need. Only when a better understanding of online reading is

achieved can we enjoy the pleasure and the convenience of online reading.

（十三） An Application Letter

April 20th , 2010

Dear Sir,

Your advertisement offered a most tempting job to a young man just out of college. I can’t think of a better job

I’d like than a programmer for a famous company like yours. I look upon it as a wonderful opportunity.

Here is what I can offer you in the return: I am 22 years old, a hard-working student who specializes in

computer science and will graduate from the Shijiazhuang Railway University this July. I can speak English well,

and I am capable of programming in several computer languages and can use computer skillfully. Perhaps you will

agree that these qualities plus enthusiasm, persistence, and the willingness to work hard make me acceptable for

the job you offer as a beginner in your company. I believe I would do more and better for you.

I enclose a letter of recommendation from Professor Smith, and a self-addressed card, in hoping you will use it

to tell me when to come for an interview. And I look forward to hearing from you soon.

Sincerely yours,

Zhang Jian-hua
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（十四） Choosing a Job Profitable or a Job I Love?

How can one find a desirable job? This question puzzles almost everyone. In practice, most people look for

well-paid jobs while a few search for jobs they love.

Most people consider the amount of payment as an important or even the only condition when looking for jobs.

They do so partly because they are aware of nowadays how important and powerful money is. With money, they

may improve their living conditions and enjoy their lives better. Besides, they think that the more they earn the

more valuable they are and the more they will be respected by others. They don’t care whether the job is relevant

to what they have learned at school. Nor do they consider how much delight the job gives them. In fact, they will

choose any job as long as it brings them the greatest profits, no matter how boring it is.

A few people go to another extreme. They do whatever they love. Their ideal jobs must be in accordance with the

fulfillment of their dreams. For them, jobs are not means of earning their livings, but ways of self-fulfillment. They

hope to put their wisdom and ability to practice and turn their dreams into reality. They won’t take those jobs

which the don’t love at all.

For me I won’t follow either extreme. Instead, I will choose a job fit for me, that is, a job for which my learning

has qualified me well. Thus, I will take it confidently and expect an early success in it.

（十五） Where to live?

There are undeniable advantages of living in a big city as well as in a small town. The former offers more

excitement and convenience while the latter offers a cleaner, quieter and often friendlier environment to live.

However, despite the advantages of small town life, I prefer to live in a big city for several reasons.

First, life in a city is more convenient. More goods are available and stores stay open late. Also, there is better

public transportation so it is easier to get around. I can find almost anything I want easily in a city. Second, there

are more ways to spend leisure time in a city. Finally, a city offers more opportunities for education and career. A

city often attracts the best teachers and the best companies. There is also a wider choice of jobs so it is easier to

move up the career ladder.

For all of these reasons, I prefer to live in a city. Although sometimes I miss the fresh air and quiet life of a small

town, nothing can make up with for the opportunities that the city offers me. If one wants to be successful, I

believe the best place to live in is a city.

（十六） On Campus Love

Campus love isn’t a newly born phenomenon. Some people are strongly against it while others think it’s natural. I
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don’t advocate it. The reasons are as follows. First of all, undergraduates are neither fully psychologically mature

nor able to assume the responsibility. Second, they may indulge in it, thus neglecting their study, which isn’t a rare

phenomenon. Third, some just want to take advantage of it to kill time, to have someone keep company, and etc.

What’s more, some change dating “partners” frequently, holding a paradox opinion that they could show off their

charm or accumulate experience, but more often than not, they would leave a bad impression, such as lacking the

sense of responsibility on others, especially their former sweethearts. Last, the proportion of successful couples is

too low. The overwhelming majority reach the same end—parting just before graduation, forced by reality, etc.

So, look before you leap, discard campus love and make a wiser decision before graduation.

（十七） Facing Difficulties

Life is not always full of smiles and flowers. Every person has his own difficulties no matter how high his

position or how great his achievement is. So it is of vital importance to have a correct attitude toward difficulties.

Some people feel so dejected about their difficulties that they fall into pessimism, while others put blame on the

society or the circumstance; still others are frightened by difficulties and give up halfway. All these people don’t

use their abilities to overcome difficulties. So their attitudes are negative.

The positive way of facing difficulties is to do an objective and comprehensive analysis. Then try your best to

clear them away rather than run away. Confronting difficulties with energy and enthusiasm, you will find the

difficulties are not as awful as they appear.

（十八） On Plastic Surgery

Under the influence of Korean drama and movies, many people prefer to become prettier through all kinds of

plastic surgery, such as face-lifting, double eyelids, high nose and plump breast.

Different people have different opinions on this issue. Some favor it because it is a great method to be more

beautiful. In addition, appearance plays an important role in interview: the charming men and attractive ladies will

usually have more chance to win a position. However, some people believe that natural beauty is the prettiest thing

in the world. What’s more, it often costs an arm and a leg to carry out an operation, and people suffer a lot since

one has to do the complementary plastic surgeries several times so as to perfect it.

As far as I am concerned, everyone is unique in the world. It is better to keep the originality rather than copy one

pretty face.

（十九）

Waste Sorting
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Many people in China are still used to throwing away the rubbish unsorted despite a decade of calls for

waste-sorting. For example, rubbish bins marked with “recyclable” are still seen to be full of unrecyclable

kitchen waste and recyclable plastic bottles.

People’s throwing rubbish unsorted will bring about some problems. First of all, it causes a big waste of

recyclable resources. Second, rubbish that should be recycled and reused but is mixed with the unrecyclable stuff

will take up a lot of space in the landfill site. Last but not the least, it will add to the difficulty in and the cost of

waste treatment.

Considering the problems mentioned, we find it not hard to see then environmental and economic benefits of

carrying out the practice of waste sorting. On one hand, with recyclable waste sorted, and taken out, the amount of

waste will be reduced greatly and more space will thus be saved. On the other hand, less waste means less wasted

transportation and treatment, and less impact on the environment.

（二十） My View on Harmonious Teacher-Student Relationship

Nowadays, our country endeavors to establish a harmonious society. Harmonious teacher-student relationship is

part of it and deserves efforts. According to a recent survey conducted by China Daily, a high proportion of college

students as high as 58.3 percent take harmonious teacher-student relationship as the most important factor in

university life.

As far as I am concerned, harmonious teacher-student relationship is based on mutual respect and understanding.

To begin with, teachers are not only instructors, but also guides for students' career. They should view students as

equal individuals. What's more, students should also take teachers as their friends and communicate with them

freely.

To establish a harmonious relationship, both sides should make their commitment. Teachers should offer help to

students when necessary and students should learn to value and respect their teachers' hard work.

（二十一）

Starting Career in a Big City or a Small Town?

As regards where to start career, there has been a heated discussion among college students. Graduates who

prefer to stay in big cities after graduation believe that big cities mean more opportunities to see the big world and

more space for career development.

By contrast, others are willing to start career in small towns. According to a recent survey conducted by China

Daily, a high proportion of college graduates as high as 58. 3 percent want to have a quieter and less competitive
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life. In addition, by working in small towns, they can easily get the management's attention and may win

promotion more easily.

As far as I am concerned, I prefer to start career in a big city like Beijing where I can meet people from different

places and cultures. I will learn from them what I can not get from textbooks.

（二十二） Creating a Green Campus

Campus is the place where university students spend most of their daily life through the four-year study. Hence,

campus construction is of vital importance not only to the physical development of students but also to their

mental health as well. According to a recent survey conducted by China Daily, a high proportion of 66.5 percent of

people think that it is our duty to create a green campus.

Concerning campus construction, it doesn't exclusively involve green environment preservation and protection,

but advocating green products. For example, students are encouraged to avoid using disposable plastic containers

in campus dining halls and recycle wasted batteries and other electrical products properly. In addition to the

environmentally friendly practice, a civilized atmosphere for the sake of students' mental health is involved in a

green campus.

As a university student, not only shall we increase our awareness of the importance of green environment on

campus but also we should take prompt action to purify the campus atmosphere and make it more harmonious.

（二十三） Low-Carbon Living

In order to preserve our environment, a new lifestyle ____ low-carbon living is being promoted around the

world.

It is universally acknowledged that low-carbon lifestyle is of great importance for the whole world. For one

thing, it will help us to save our resources and get rid of excessive amount of greenhouse gases. For another, it is

beneficial to the sustainable development of our society, which enables our next generations to live a better and

superior life.

As college students, we should have a strong sense of protecting our environment. When studying with a

computer, we are supposed to turn off the programs that we aren’t working with and reduce the screen brightness

as much as possible in order to save electricity. When going somewhere, we are supposed to go there on foot or by

bike instead of taking a bus or driving a car. Only in this way can we own a better living environment.

（二十四） Styles of Living

Some people enjoy living together with their parents after they have grown up. They think that by living with
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parents they can take better care of their parents and vice versa. Meanwhile, they can turn to their parents for help

if they get into trouble or have some difficulties. To them, life in a big family seems to be more enjoyable than that

in a small one.

Others, however, prefer living separately. They cherish the idea of being independent, and wish to have a place

of their own. Besides, they don’t want to be overprotected by their parents, but long for the opportunities to face

the society by themselves.

As for me, I like an independent life style. Different generations have different life styles and values. What one

generation likes may not be another generation’s fondness. In order to avoid conflicts, the best way is to live

separately. In addition, by living an independent life, I can develop my own ability to deal with the difficulties in

my life. So I want to live by myself.

（二十五） Loss of Social Trust

With the development of national economy, a worrying social problem also arises people gradually trust each

other less and less, especially among strangers.

This phenomenon will bring many unfavorable consequences. First and foremost, people will lose a lot of fun

since they become cautious all the time. What makes matters worse, the general expense of doing things rises

abruptly as a result of the fact that people don’t want to help strangers. Finally, if this matter is not properly settled,

it will pose a threat to the national education.

It is high time that we called on the efforts from all sides to deal with this problem properly. For one thing, the

government should make all efforts to create a harmonious social atmosphere. For another, teachers should seize

every chance to stimulate affection in the hearts of the students. Finally, the mass media should also play a positive

role in restoring mutual trust.

No matter whether this problem is a natural result of social development, it is important that we find a

satisfactory solution to it in this transitional period.

（二十六） My View on Opportunity

Different people have different views on opportunity. Some people think that there are few opportunities in the

world, while others argue that everybody will have some kind of opportunity along his life route.

As far as I am concerned, I agree with the latter opinion. For one thing, I firmly believe opportunities are

everywhere around us. No person will be unlucky enough to have no opportunities all the time, because “every

dog has his day”. For another, since opportunities are transient(易逝的), we have to make good preparations and
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improve ourselves. Just think of Newton, who discovered the law of Gravity when many people had watched an

apple falling ahead of him.

Taking all these factors into consideration, we may safely come to the conclusion that there are quite a few

opportunities in our society. Only if we get prepared can we seize the opportunities instead of letting them slip by,

just as the saying goes, “Opportunities are only for the prepared minds”.

（二十七） Fighting against Corruption

Chinese officials have made greater efforts to combat corruption which continues to spread seriously. And the

Chinese people have gained much more awareness of supervising the corruption.

There are some major cases in the battle against corrupt behavior. One case is the random collection of fees by

some departments, which has been one of the major complaints made by citizens. Another case is that illegal acts

in the banking sectors and finance departments are also severely targeted. And the most frequently stressed case is

to prevent officials from abusing their power and trading power for personal gain. Through the battle, mechanisms

for strict supervision, severe punishment and anticorruption controls over corrupt behavior have been reinforced.

Clearly, the campaign is of great significance to the development of the national economy and the improvement

the moral of society. As is known to all, a clean and honest government is essential of consolidating state power

and for the nation's continuing modernization drive.

（二十八）

With the rapid development of the city, there are more and more junctions with the traffic signal appearing. Then

follow the traffic rules that people are forced to obey when they have to cross the highway. However, there are also

many Chinese who refuse to follow the traffic rules. They tend to cross the highway without looking at the traffic

signal, which is now referred to as the Chinese style of crossing the highway on the Internet.

As is mentioned above, it is very common that many Chinese cross the highway when the red light is still on.

Then follows the question why the Chinese style of crossing the highway is so widespread. Firstly, the interval

between the changes of the traffic signal is often not long enough, so sometimes people are forced to cross the

highway at the red light. Secondly, there used to be many people in the past who crossed the highway at the red

light and were not punished at all. In that case, people have gradually developed a wrong notion that the law does

not punish the many. Last but not least, there are always some people who take the lead in running the red light

while other people follow their example and violate the traffic rules.

In my opinion, the Chinese style of crossing the highway should be got rid of immediately and the traffic rules
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should be strictly put into practice to ensure the safety of people's lives and property. Those who take the lead in

practicing the Chinese style of crossing the highway should be severely punished and heavily fined so as to help

them realize their mistakes and correct them. As for the government and the traffic administrators, some of the

improper traffic rules should be immediately revised, and the management of traffic should be strengthened.

What's more, all the people should be educated to obey the traffic rules strictly. In the final analysis, all this is done

for the safety of our lives and property. I am sure that the Chinese style of crossing the highway will be seen

nowhere with more and more people abiding by the traffic rules consciously.

（二十九）

At the press conference after the 18th National Congress of the Chinese Communist Party, newly-electe

d General Secretary Xi Jin-ping put forward the scheme of the Chinese Dream and called on the people

of the whole country to make jointefforts to realize it. Then follows the question what the Chinese Drea

m really means. Different people may interpret it in different ways. In my opinion, the Chinese Dream

means the great rejuvenation of the Chinese people. We Chinese people are determined to build our coun

try into a powerful country of the world as soon as possible.

Why should we have the Chinese Dream? To answer this question, we have to recall part of the histor

y of our country. In the last two centuries, China was invaded time and again by foreign powers, during

which time the Chinese people were cruelly oppressed and exploited and suffered a great deal. It was

first the Nationalist Party of China and then the Communist Party of China that led the Chinese people t

o carry on the long armed struggle against imperialists and the reactionary governments, and liberated the

Chinese people. However, imperialists have never given up their wild ambition to subjugate our country.

In such a case, we have to have the Chinese Dream the dream of a powerful country because a back

ward country can never avoid the sad fate of being invaded and ruled by other powers.

To help realize the Chinese Dream, I, as a college student, should make great efforts to study whatever is

required by the construction of our country and develop our abilities in every possible way. In the meanwhile, we

should also train ourselves hard so as to have strong bodies to defend our country if required. So long as all of us

Chinese people do our best to work hard, the Chinese Dream is bound to be realized in the near future.

（三十）

Nowadays in China, the income gap is getting wider and wider. In some privately owned firms, joint ventures,

or foreign funded companies, an executive's yearly income is ten times or even a hundred times as much as an
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ordinary worker's.

Faced with this situation, people will undoubtedly have different opinions. Some believe that it benefits the

social and economic development since driving force is often derived from the gap. In other words, the gap

inspires people to advance. Others think that income gap is often the root of social unrest and also contrary to our

socialism's principle.

From my point of view, while it is true that the income gap may stimulate the social development to some extent,

it causes troubles as well. An income gap that is too wide can contribute to neither the country's stability nor its

economic development. Therefore, as we are advocating the rapid development of our country, we should tolerate

the moderate income gap but narrow the wide one.

（三十一）

With the development of IT, online chatting is becoming increasingly popular with many people.

However, people's opinions about it vary from person to person. Some think that it has more problems than

benefits. First, it is a waste of time, energy and money as it doesn't produce any useful information and products.

Second, it is misleading because cyberspace is actually an imaginary space where things are unreal or fictional.

But the advocates of online chatting think it is another way of recreation, which is both exciting and relaxing.

Besides, it helps them release their emotions and worries freely and safely. To them, it is very useful and

wonderful.

In my opinion, whether online chatting is good or bad depends on the person who chats. So long as we keep

ourselves under good control, we can use it properly without its bad effects.

（三十二）

In our society， there are many dishonest behaviors. Students are cheating in examinations. Sellers are selling

fake goods, etc. We cannot deny that cheating in our society is on the rise.

Honesty is still regarded as the most important virtue even in the highly commercialized countries, just as the

English saying puts it: "Honesty is the best policy."Though sometimes honesty may get you in trouble or hurt

someone, honesty is better than lying. Evidently it is still necessary and essential.

Although some people may think that people are getting more and more dishonest, yet we have enough to show

that most people are still honest. We can often get the information that the honest do their best to return the lost

money and the dishonest ones are driven out of the universities or companies. Therefore, in my opinion, honesty is

still not out of style today.
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（三十三）

The problem of over-packaging is noticeable everywhere in our daily life. A single trip to a supermarket usually

results in several plastic bags and the items we buy typically have two or three layers of packaging. Some form of

packaging is perhaps necessary but we have to realize that excessive packaging can create harmful effects on the

environment. It is a waste of our natural resources.

Considering its damage to the environment, we should try to avoid excessive packaging wherever possible. We

can ask companies to practice minimal packaging and use recyclable material for packaging. We can also start

programs or use public advertisements to encourage consumers to bring their own bags and to choose products that

involve less packaging.

As I mentioned above, over-packaging is a wasteful use of our natural resources and it also pollutes the

environment. What's more, consumers are also forced to pay more for what they buy even though they actually do

not need their commodities to be overpackaged. To sum up, we should do away with the practice of

over-packaging so as to conserve our limited natural resources and protect our environment. Let’s act right away

and refuse over-packaging as much as possible.

（三十四） No Smoking in Public Areas

Smoking is a hotly debated issue in the world. On the hand, the tobacco industry always makes big money and

provides millions of jobs. On the other hand, smoking may cause fire, environmental pollution and is dangerous to

the health of both smokers and nonsmokers, who often find themselves exposed to second-hand smoke.

However, the sad truth in China is that the smoker population keeps on increasing every day. One reason is that

cigarettes often play an important role as a social lubricant in our society. In movies and on TV programs most

stars smoke, so fans imitate their coolness. Everyone knows that smoking is harmful to a person's health, but

ironically, the problem is that while some smokers are trying hard to give up smoking, more people are trying

harder to develop this bad habit.

Since we cannot abolish the tobacco industry and persuade all smokers to quit smoking altogether, a possible

alternative is to enforce no smoking in public areas. Therefore, smokers may enjoy their cigarettes and hurt

themselves somewhere, while nonsmokers can still breathe fresh air and be comfortable.

（三十五）

Test for National Civil Servants

In recent years, there are more and more people who have participated in the test for national civil servants.
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Millions of students choose civil servant as their most ideal occupation after graduation. And among them, the

high-educated, like masters and doctors, take quite a large percentage. The craze in civil servant test has attracted

widespread attention.

The following reasons can account for this kind of craze. Above all, nowadays college students face great

employment pressure. Civil servant, as one of the most stable professions in today’s China, becomes their

preferable choice. Moreover, in recent years, the welfare and salary of civil servants have been improved greatly,

which undoubtedly attracts many people. Besides, the high social position of civil servants is an important factor

drawing many people to take part in the civil servant test.

In my opinion, this craze in civil servant test will continue in the following years. However, from the long run,

it doesn’t do good to the development of the nation. If most high quality talents gather in the government

departments, it might lead to a waste of resources. Therefore, both the individuals and the government should have

a more objective recognition of the civil servant test craze.
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